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The sexual act is possibly the most potent--and pleasurable--gateway to the primordial and the

divine. From the Tantric mysteries of Hinduism and Buddhism and the inner alchemy of Taoism, to

the sacrament of the bridal chamber in Christianity--and, of course, the traditions of Western Magic

and Witchcraft--sex pervades the highest and most secret teachings all over the world.In Sex,

Sorcery, and Spirit, Jason Miller draws upon his training in Eastern and Western mystery schools to

produce a frank, comprehensive exploration of sexual sorcery and spirituality. In clear language, he

will show you how to take your magic to the next level, teaching you:How to use the moment of

orgasm as a gateway to the highest levels of spiritual attainment.The use of sexual elixirs in

alchemy and practical sorcery.How to work with sexual spirits and gods.The dangers of sex magic

and how to avoid them.A grimoire of sexual spells and rituals.This daring and tantalizing work

throws open the doors into the realms of sexual magic that have been hidden behind secret orders

and arcane terminology for far too long--until now.
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A lot of folks have been waiting for this book, and for a very long time.I've been blessed with a deep

set of experiences as a member of the occult community, with no few secrets shared and hidden

practices opened. Reading this book, the first thing I felt was a slight pang of jealousy, like

grown-folks sometimes feel when seeing the young enjoy technology we had no access to. How I

wish this book had been around when I was first starting out!It is thorough, comprehensive. No

subject was ignored, and there is depth without the shameful 'blinds' we are accustomed to seeing



in texts about sexual magic work. In the vast majority of Orders, both Western and Eastern, sexual

magic and alchemy are the crowning jewel of the system. Jealously guarded, and often hinted

at...and sadly used as a goad to drive initiates in lower grades to stay within the system. The Golden

promise of esoteric wisdom is a powerful carrot.You don't need any of that anymore. The secret

wisdom is here, in this book. Do the Work, using the techniques in this book, and your results will

speak for themselves. I can't recommend it enough. It's required reading for anyone serious about

studying sexual magic.

I've been active in occult circles for nearly 25 years. I've read a lot of books by a lot of authors. For

the last decade, I've felt fairly jaded about the occult scene in general. Jason Miller has almost

single handedly turned that around. I dig all of his books, but this one might just be my favorite. I've

read a small pile of books on sex magic. Some are better than others. Most feel like they're just

recycling previous material. I'd generally lost interest in the reading more until I heard Jason was

coming out with a book on the topic. Jason faces forward and serves things straight up. He also

stands on a rock solid lineage and decades of experience, which gives his work a level of clarity and

power and efficacy that I rarely see. I'm not a new magician. I'm not easily impressed. If anything, I

come at this stuff - new material on magic - with a cynical and skeptical bent. But Jason's really

delivered here. This isn't the same old stuff you've read a million times. His work is lucid and

accessible, stripped of most of the nonsense that clutters the occult scene. The material he included

on the Inner Fire practice is, by itself, well worth the price the book. If you're new to the subject, start

here. If you're practicing but not getting anywhere, give this a read. If you think you've heard it all

before, buy this book anyway. You'll be pleasantly surprised.

Books on Sex Magick in the world are.. well.. difficult at best. There are a few good books, a lot of

rehash, and many that are outright crap. SS&S falls into the good spectrum.a. It's clear, and gives

great insight into several strata of techniquesb. It's got a healthy dose of common sense put in

where needed. Some things are only included for "completeness sake" so to say.c. It admits up

front what is within and beyond the author's experience. Ex: He, himself has never been a lesbian

sex magician, but he includes input from and resources for them. Which brings us to...d. It's

thorough. You have what you need, as well as good advice to actually do the work.e. And lastly: It's

short. That is a great plus because the book is also CLEAR, which means it is a really easy read

and study. I read it in two days. That lets you get a good over view and then you can start

practicing!Also, Jason leaves you with room to grow in the practices presented. There is an open



ended feel to the book that encourages exploration and curiosity, as well as innovation. As opposed

to "Ye Olde Booke of Knobb Polishing's Seven Grande Formulae" or some such which basically

says this is what you can do, just lather, rinse, and repeat till you chafe or become a god.Seriously

though there are years worth of practical stuff to keep you.. ahem.. busy.

First of all...I will admit: I am typically VERY skeptical on "sex magic" for a variety of reasons, usually

due to a) most texts being titillation over substance and b) the heteronormative nature of most works

out there.This book is neither. It discusses the issues of non-gender binary and the varying

spectrum of sexual orientation right up front and also gets into both the history of sex magic in both

the East and West in addition to discussing the science behind the process. It's very practical in

approach and gets into a lot of discussion on techniques and topics typically not covered outside of

initiatory bodies. The list of resources and references is also quite in depth, allowing for further

research. It's not a huge book by any means but it is concise, well-written, and thorough.Jason

Miller has demonstrated time and time again that he is more than capable of comprehensive and

valuable magical books, and this one does not disappoint. I was incredibly impressed with this book,

and I highly recommend it to others looking for a serious, down-to-earth work on the subject.

This book is very much about using the Tarot as a spiritual path. I did not expect that, because of

the title. However, I am very pleased. To be honest I thought this would be another neo-Tantric,

hedonistic fantasy guide which I do not like. But this book is much closer to authentic Tantra, though

from a Western ceremonial or even chaos magic theme. Just be aware that the Tarot is used in this

book, though in a very interesting and useful way!
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